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ABSTRACT: This paper presents key results of studies in applications of MATLAB tools in experimental data analysis and
curve fitting method of the modal analysis to determine mechanical properties of human bones in vivo from frequency
response data. In studies and analyses, a seven parameter model of a bone from the mechanical response tissue analyzer
(MRTA) method, offering an approach to separate the effects of the soft tissue and bone, is employed within the frequency
range of 400-6000          . The study results showed adequacy and appropriateness of applying MATLAB tools for curve fitting
and determining mechanical properties of human bones in-vivo studies based on measured data of complex number valued
frequency response functions and fitted data with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.956 …0.988.
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1. Introduction

De facto, non-destructive testing methods are of great importance and have essential roles in mechanical engineering. Curve
fitting technique in determining parameters of systems using experimental data is an imperative tool that is widely implemented
in many mathematical and technical computing commercial and open-ware software packages. In most of the cases, to apply
curve fitting technique is relatively easy and straight forward when the given data, that is meant to be used for curve fitting,
contain only real numeric values. But when the data are composed of real and imaginary numbers, implementation of curve
fitting technique is not easy. In our studies, we have explored such case, that our measurement data, which was frequency
response data, is consisted of real and imaginary parts. We have employed MATLAB built-in functions and tools to do curve
fitting and determine mechanical properties of our studied subject. Our subject of study was human bones to determine its
stiffness in-vivo.

It is very important to evaluate, diagnose and monitor the strength and load-carrying capacity of long bones in-vivo (in living
bodies). In this case, non-invasive measurement is a main objective. There are several methods developed in in-vivo studies of
mechanical properties of bones, and mineral content and density of bones. One of the well-known procedures in such studies
is X-ray absorptiometry [4] in the state of art clinical conditions. Also, there are two other approaches in studying  mechanical
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properties of bones in-vivo. One of which is using sound waves and the other is vibration impedance. For instance, a study [13]
is devoted to a sound response analysis of bones to measure mechanical properties of bones – elastic modulus, bending
strength and cortical surface hardness, and identify bone mineral density by quantitatively computed tomography using sound
waves as an input excitation signal. Another study [1] in this field has been dedicated to use ultrasound reflection technique to
measure mechanical properties of bones in vitro. In their studies, the authors have put main emphasis on use of 3.5 MHz ultra
sound waves instead of 2.25 MHz sound waves which are widely used by many researchers. The studies [12] are devoted to
study impact and negative or hazardous effects of hand-held devices used in industry subject to mechanical vibrations on
human body parts such as arms. In these studies, mechanical impedance within the frequency range of 20-10 000 Hz is applied
on ten different areas of human hand’s glabrous skin of male and female subjects. Another interesting approach in this area is
[15] to investigate feasibility of identifying in-vivo vibration modes of human tibiae by modal analysis. In their studies, authors
tried to address four important questions: 1) Can a human bone be modeled as a simple beam? 2) Are the in-vivo boundary
conditions, as determined by the joints, simply hinged-hinged? For ulna, these assumptions seem to be appropriate according
to studies [5]. 3) Which kind of deformation mode is excited in vivo? Is it really a bending mode? 4) How is the in-vivo vibrational
motion of a bone affected by the surrounding soft tissues (muscles)?.

Another profound study approach in the area of in-vivo studies of bone’s mechanical properties is a methodology called MRTA
– mechanical response tissue analyzer technology developed by the research project of NASA and research contributions from
Stanford University in 1980s [17], [14], [7], [9, 10, 11]. Correctness and sufficient accuracy of the MRTA technique has been
validated by numerous studies [2], [9, 10, 11], [3], [16] particularly for long bones. We have also employed physical and
mathematical models of the MRTA technique [14] in our studies.

2. Method

In the MRTA [14] technology, there are three different models developed. They are six parameter, seven parameter and 12
parameter models of bones (tibia and ulna), which are modeled as a mechanical system of lumped masses of two or more degrees
of freedom system. In our studies, we have worked with seven parameter model to develop MATLAB and Simulink models and
to verify models with experimental data collected from human ulna and tibia. In the MRTA’s seven parameter model, a long bone
is treated as a beam fixed at both ends and external force applied at the center. If a cross sectional area, Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ration and material density of a beam is known, then we can evaluate bending stiffness relatively easy and if
necessary, build mode shapes and find natural (resonance) frequencies using Euler or Timoshenko beam models. However,
human ulna’s or tibia’s cross sectional area is not easily measurable and is non-symmetric; besides, bones are surrounded with
skin and muscle around, and are a hollow shaft-like structure filled in with liquid, a mixture of red and yellow marrows, and
material properties of bones are non-uniform and vary considerably subject to subject. All these aspects make human ulna and
tibia infeasible evaluate their modal properties directly and particularly stiffness properties using conventional methods. The
MRTA technique is aimed to disintegrate all such components (skin, muscle, etc) of long bones in physical model based
mathematical formulations. Here is a concise description of the MRTA’s modeling approach concept. While collecting an
experimental data from ulna or tibia, bones are treated as a pinned-pinned end or fixed-fixed end (boundary condition) beam with
external force (F) applied to excite the system from an impedance head (probe) providing some static deflection (δ ) of a soft
tissue in the center of the beam. There is a reason for applying static force via impedance head (probe) as shown in the Figure
1. By applying a static force of certain amount (‘sufficiently painless for a test subject’) in order to remove influence of a skin and
muscle/tissue under a skin on the probe applied area from which frequency response of a test subject’s bone is collected via an
impedance head that performs two functions – load cell and transducer to collect a frequency response of a test bone, e.g., ulna
or tibia. The mechanical model of long bones in the MRTA is treated as beams with two a small contact area of the impedance
head as two degree of freedom system – lumped masses with springs and dampers as shown in Figure 1.

We have analyzed a seven parameter model of the MRTA technique shown in the Figure 2 accounts the soft tissue (skin) under
probe’s head area via its effective mass (ms), stiffness (ks) and damping (cs) properties and effective bone mass (mb), stiffness
(kb) and damping (cb) properties and in parallel located tissue damping (ct) accounting viscous damping of tissue (skin). F is an
applied force, xs and xb are displacements of skin and bone respectively. From the seven-parameter model (Figure 1), free body
diagrams of two bodies – skin and bone are built that is shown in Figure 2.

Based on the built free body diagram shown above in Figure 3, we write equations of motion of coupled masses ms and mb.

ms xs = F (t) − ks (xs − xb) − cs (xs − xb) − ct xs
.. . . (1).
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mb xb = ks (xs − xb) + cs (xs − xb) − cb xb − kb xb
.. . . (2).

Now by applying to the equations (1) and (2) Laplace transforms with “zero” initial conditions in “D” domain, we obtain the
following differential equations (3) and (4).

ms xs D 2 =  FD − ks (Xs − Xb) + cs D (Xs − Xb) − ct DXs (3)

mb xb D 2 = ks (Xs − Xb) + cs D (Xs − Xb) − cb DXb − kb Xb (4)

We define Xs and Xb, by solving the equations (3) and (4) for these two unknowns.

Xb =
Xs (cs D + ks )

mb D 2 + (cs + cb) D + kb + ks

Xs = ms D 2 + (cs + ct) D + ks

F(D) + Xb (cs D + ks )

By using the equations (5) and (6), we define a transfer function that is the excitation force (F) divided by the displacement of
skin (Xs). This transfer function is a modal stiffness of the system. Subsequently, we divide the numerator and denominator of
the transfer function by ms to get coefficient free D 2 in the denominator and finally, we obtain the transfer function of stiffness
F

Xs
formulated in the equation (7).

F (D)
Xs (D)=

A4 D 4 + A3 D 3 + A2 D 2 + A1 D + A0

D 2 + B1 D + B0

⎡
⎣ ⎦

⎤

Where,

A4 = ms ; A3 =
cs ct + (cs + cb) ms

mb
+ cs + ct ; A2 =

cb (cs + ct ) + cs ct

mb
+ ks +

ksms
mb

By substituting D = j * ω into the transfer function equation (7), we switch from the time domain model to the frequency domain
model.

F (ω)
Xs (ω)=

A4 ω 4 − iA3 ω 3 − A2 ω 2 + iA1 ω + A0

−ω 2 + iB1ω + B0
⎦
⎤⎡

⎣

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

A1 =
cb ks + (cs + ct) kb + ct ks

mb
A0 =

kbks
mb

; ;

B1 =
cb+ cs
mb

; B0 =
kb+ ks
mb

.

From the transfer function equations (7) and (8) in frequency domain, it is clear that once we find unknown coefficients (A0,
A1 , A3, A4 and B0, B1) of the numerator and denominator using curve fitting tools, then physical/mechanical properties such as
mass, damping and stiffness properties of the bone can be computed from the values of these coefficients. Also, we take some
preconditions that stiffness of the bone cannot have negative values. The frequency response function written in analytical
forms in (7) and (8) are exactly in the same form as a rational fraction form of frequency response functions derived by
Richardson [8] which is given in the equation (9).

H(ω) =
ak S km

k = 0∑
bk S kn

k = 0∑
|s = jω (9)
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Figure 1. A seven parameter model of a bone including skin and
muscle surrounding it developed by the MRTA technology [14]

Figure 2. Free-body diagrams of the seven parameter physical model of the MRTA technique
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In MATLAB package’s Signal processing toolbox, there are two functions, invfreqs and freqs, which are mostly used in analog
filter design purposes to identify continuous time filter parameters using frequency response data and calculate frequency
response of analog filters. For our parametric modeling or parameter identification problem, we have employed these two
functions of MATLAB. These tools are implemented according to the following flowchart (Figure 3) that consists of eight steps,
viz.:
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Figure 3. Flowchart of parameter extraction processes from frequency response data used in MATLAB

Step 1: Collect frequency response data from a test subject

Step 2: Check the quality of the collected data

Step 3: Import the measured frequency response data into MATLAB

Step 4: Choose data according to frequency range

Step 5: Plot data in MATLAB

Step 6: Process curve fitting and extract parameters (using invfreqs) and validate and fit back evaluated model’s numerical data
(using freqs). If it is not satisfied, go back to Step 4.

Step 7: Prepare report

Step 8: End

Measured frequency response data contained three columns of numerical values which are frequency, and real part and
imaginary parts of frequency response function values. Measured values of frequency response represented stiffness that is

End
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used for curve fitting. From our measured data using inverse frequency function (invfreqs) of Signal processing toolbox of
MATLAB we have extracted coefficients of rational polynomials of the transfer function defined in the equation (7) which is in
our case stiffness frequency response function. The function invfreqs finds a continuous-time transfer function that corresponds
to a given complex frequency response. From a laboratory analysis standpoint, invfreqs is useful in converting magnitude and
phase data into transfer functions. A simplex syntax of the function invfreqs is as follows:

[b, a] = invfreqs(H, ω, n, m) returns the real numerator and denominator coefficient vectors b and a of the transfer function (H)
in the following form.

b(1) s n + b (2) s n− 1 +... b (n) s0

H (s) =
A (s)
B (s) a (1) s m + a (2) s m− 1 +...+ a (m) s0=

Where, n and m are orders of the polynomials in the numerator and denominator. In our case, n = 4 and m = 2; is a frequency
vector. The search algorithm of the function invfreqs is based on the method [6] and finds values of b and a using the next
minimization problem (11).

minb, a ∑ wt (k) | H(k) A(ω (k)) − B(ω (k))|2n

k = 1

Where A(ω (k)) and B(ω (k)) are Fourier transforms of coefficient vectors b and a, and n is the length of frequency response data
H(k) or number of frequency ω (k) points. wt (k) is a vector of weighting factors, of the same length as ω (k). In addition, to have
more accurate results in our studies we have employed another more superior algorithm of MATLAB that directly solves the
minimization problem (12) by using Gauss-Newton method for iterative search (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983).

           0. 81991.939283000             0.
50.265482000000 82053.359154000 10243.6485660000
100.530965000000 82237.618765000  20487.297132000
150.79644700000 82544.718118000 30730.945698000
201.06193000000 82974.657212000 40974.594264000
251.32741200000 83527.436047000 51218.242830000
301.59289400000 84203.054623000 61461.891397000
351.85837700000 85001.512940000 71705.539963000
402.12385900000 85922.810998000 81949.188529000
452.38934200000 86966.948798000 92192.837095000
502.65482400000 99681.040819000 117323.05179300
552.92030600000 105325.529408000 121467.67518400
603.18578900000 107844.35174400 131920.97469200
653.45127100000                    99539.897627000 125162.80872800
703.71675400000                    97755.637286000 134017.04915300
753.98223600000                    78124.315212000 138255.58446100
804.24771800000                    72859.592739000 162073.25655000
854.51320100000                    58534.467760000 195191.22629000
904.77868300000                    69709.726295000 222287.90143100
955.04416600000                    76070.560750000 239750.91580000
1005.30964800000                  82734.632995000 257168.05324300
          …                                            …                                              …

Table 1. Test data from measurements

(10)

(11)
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∑ wt (k)
k = 1

min
b, a

n

A(ω (k))
H (k) −

B(ω (k)) 2

After extraction of parameters by using a MATLAB function invfreqs with algorithms of minimization problems depicted in
formulations of (11) and (12), frequency response data are computed using another MATLAB function freqs that computes
frequency response function H (jω) from the next formula (13) that is exactly as the formulation of the transfer function from (10).

b(1) sn + b (2) sn− 1 +... b (n +1)
H (jω) =

a(1) sm + a(2) sm− 1 +...+ a (m + 1)

3. Simulation Results and Discussions

As discussed in the previous section’s flowchart algorithm shown in Figure 3, a first step of tests was dedicated to data
collection from measurements. Our raw test data from measurements had a format shown in the Table 1. The next step was to
import all test data into MATLAB workspace and proceed for curve fitting and parameter extraction. We have created a program/
script in MATLAB using MATLAB built-in functions, invfreqs and freqs from the Signal Processing Toolbox. Our developed
script has been verified to analyze a number of measurement results of frequency response data from different test subjects.

Figure 4. Four different test results collected from four different subjects
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Here are eight examples of test data sets, collected from eight different subjects, plotted in Figure 6 and 7. From these plots, it is
clear that there are quite distinctive two resonance peaks in every subject’s frequency response. However, in each subject,
resonance peaks differed but all were within 400 – 6000         . After importing and plotting raw data, we have selected the region
of interest with initial and end values of frequencies in each specific test case looking at the two distinctive resonance peaks,
and plotted the chosen region of test data for curve fitting. Subsequently after choosing the frequency region of our interest, we
have converted frequency response data into complex numeric format. Then we started a curve fitting procedure with the
MATLAB built-in function invfreqs which is based on rational polynomials as discussed and formulated in the equations of (8)
- (12) in the previous part.

Table 1. Test data from measurements where first column is frequency data, and second and third columns are real part and
imaginary parts of the frequency response data, respectively.

So our curve fitting is based on complex valued frequency response data and MATLAB built-in function invfreqs is employed
numerator and denominator polynomials, our developed script has computed sought physical parameters of bone and skin.
Based on found rational polynomial model and using MATLAB built-in function freqs, frequency response function computed
and plotted against actual test data; for instance, in Figures 6 - 10, curve fitting results from 5 different cases of test subjects are
shown. A curve fitting process in each case was unique due to selection of frequency range.

Figure 5. Four different test results collected from four different subjects
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By analyzing the cases plotted in Figure 4 and 5, and curve fitting results in Figure 6 - 10, the following points are found. A first
resonance peak in the real part of frequency response functions (FRFs) in most of the studied cases are observed to be relatively

Figure 6. Curve fitting results from the test data: 1a.4AE

Figure 7. Curve fitting results from the test data: 2b.4AF
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Figure 8. Curve fitting results from the test data: 3c.4AG.

Figure 9. Curve fitting results from the test data: 7g.6AA
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Figure 10. Curve fitting results from the test data: 6f.9AA

distinctive within the range of 1200 … 1600           ; On the contrary, a first peak of the imaginary part of FRFs was not distinctive
but was rather spread out within a frequency gap of 900 …1800         ; A second peak of the real part of the FRFs was not distinctive
and was very spread out in a wide frequency range of 3200 … 6000         . On the contrary, a second peak of the imaginary part
of the FRFs was very distinctive and was in a short frequency range of 2500 … 3000          . Besides, in some cases, there were more
than two peaks, for instance, the case: 5e.0AA plotted in Figure 5 and 6f.9AA plotted in Figure 10. Due to indistinctiveness of
first resonance peaks of the FRFs, for most of the cases curve fitting was influenced considerably by the second resonance
peaks.

At the end of every curve fitting simulation within iteration loops of our script, the coefficient of determination (R2) is computed.
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studies given. In all of our studied cases, the coefficient of determination was high and within R2 = 0.956 …0.989 that is a proof
of good convergence of found models and experimental data.

4. Summary
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easy to implement and efficiently fast to obtain parameters for complex number valued data sets from experiments. Despite the
fact that highly consistent coefficients of determination in all of our studied cases and good convergence of curve fitting models
with actual test data at large are attained, a first resonance peak does not appear to be well fit in most of the studied cases, and
one of the main concerns was a reciprocal condition estimator, which was low. Another concern from the studies is estimation
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#                               Test results                                                                         Transfer function:

Analyzed Subject data file: 1a.4AE
Stiffness coefficient kb is: 258789.67 [N/m]
B mass is: 0.102724 [kg]
S mass is: -0.015132 [kg] Selected Frequency
range: 884...4288[rad/s] Coefficient of
Determination (R2): 0.985

−0.015s4 + 72.92s3 + 5.749 ∗ 105s2 + 1.218 ∗ 109s + 1.529 ∗ 1012

s4 + 1098s + 8.428 ∗ 106

Analyzed Subject data file: 2b.4AF
Stiffness coefficient kb is: 259496.89 [N/m]
B mass is: 0.100596 [kg]
S mass is: -0.010936 [kg]
Selected Frequency range: 875...4155[rad/s]
Coefficient of Determination (R2): 0.987

−0.109s4 + 63.64s3 + 6.499 ∗ 105s2 + 1.36 ∗ 109s + 1.68 ∗ 1012

s4 + 1236s + 9.069 ∗ 106

Analyzed Subject data file: 3c.4AG
Stiffness coefficient kb is: 240094.11 [N/m]
B mass is: 0.094083 [kg]
S mass is: -0.011761 [kg]
Selected Frequency range: 818...4344[rad/s]
Coefficient of Determination (R2): 0.989

−0.017s4 + 65.66s3 + 6.41 ∗ 105s2 + 1.422 ∗ 109s + 1.683 ∗ 1012

s4 + 1192s + 9.562 ∗ 106

Analyzed Subject data file: 7g.6AA
Stiffness coefficient kb is: 465050.80 [N/m] B
mass is: 0.112767 [kg]
S mass is: -0.027853 [kg]
Selected Frequency range: 477...3200 [rad/s]
Coefficient of Determination (R2): 0.956

−0.028s4 + 124.5s3 + 1.346 ∗ 105s2 + 1.07 ∗ 109s + 9.749 ∗ 1011

s4 + 533.9s + 8.533 ∗ 106

Analyzed Subject data file: 6f.9AA
Stiffness coefficient kb is: 248240.60 [N/m]
B mass is: 0.061381 [kg]
S mass is: -0.011118 [kg]
Selected Frequency range: 487...4013[rad/s]
Coefficient of Determination (R2): 0.97

−0.011s4 + 68.38s3 + 2.626 ∗ 105s2 + 1.27 ∗ 109s + 1.114 ∗ 1012

s2 + 1169s + 8.533 ∗ 106

1

2

3

4

5

of skin influence that was not plausible to evaluate it adequately; since in the evaluated models, mass and damping of skin are
found to be negative that does not have physical meaning. Therefore, further studies need to be carried out to eliminate flaws
of the developed methodology of modeling long bones and estimation of their physical properties.
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